
                                



                              

 

 

 

 
                                                                           

 

                                               
Once upon a time, there was a little child whom name was « DaShit 

», his eyes were so radiant, his face so blessed and his life so magical, 

until he grows up, day after day, and lesson after lesson.  

The thing is that Dashit has experienced some weird spirituals 

experiences in his childhood, and was always wondering the meaning 

behind those unknown phenomenas. 

I did my small moves to try to impress you with my writing style. But 

it will be more interesting to dive into the book right now. 

Before we start decoding the Matrix of life. I just want to thank Allah, 

the most high for his guidance and love, and i hope that this book will 

be a blessing to all of you taking time, to over/under and innerstand, 

and read between the lines 

But first, I just want to thank all the people who helped me  make this 

work become possible, Especially my Father, who did passed away 

too long ago, and was the one directing me to discover the realms of 



astronomy and psychology, as we had a little small Library-shelf with 

a few Flammarion books of psychology and other astronomy 

magazines. Shall peace and grace be upon him, Amen. 

I want to thank particularly the two most beautiful women of the 

world, who helped me grow and evolve. My very beautiful Mother, 

and my beloved and cherished wife, my son the light of the world, my 

charming little sister and my wonderful two brothers, who were all 

the time backing  me up and supporting my lifestyle.  

And all my family, friends, neighbors and supporters from all around 

the world. 

So, Let’s Dive into Life. 

 

Life is everywhere, and death is everywhere. A statement like this 

maybe a very bad way to begin a book. But even the notion of 

beginning and ending, is related to the matter of life and death. So 

where should we Begin? 

We will begin from the zero point, which will also be lost in a deep 

metaphysical questionings, wanderings and investigations, that will 

lead us with the grace of god, to unveil and discover the zero in a 

journey of a hero falling into the Void of life and death and willing to 

go beyond what is possible, as if this word « possible » itself, is taken 

for granted as a physical certainty in the linguistic models. Or even 

for this « linguistic models », does it really matter to have one? Does 

it really matter to write this book?  

 



Life is life, and Life is also something we don’t know, which could be 

something more beyond our ideas of life, death, god, language, 

physics, spirits, past, future, you, and me … 

So, with no more creepy introduction, just read the entire book, from 

start to finish, just then, you will know what you are supposed to 

know. But for now, don’t try to resist, ask or doubt, any of the ideas 

that flow throw the book, just let yourself be guided into the 

rhythms, like when you listen to a beautiful song, You may be don’t 

understand all the lyrics, but you really just don’t care. You just like 

the flow. So do so. 

Much Love, see you in the other side. 

 

There are typically 7 « you » in 7 planes .So you better « know thy 

self »!!! 

The split that exist in almost any human being, and more generally 

any living being, is what make us be far from the real us, and be lost 

into illusions and uncertainties. 

The split didn’t exist the moment we were designed in the other side 

of the 3D reality. It is like as we did a contract to have this human 

experience, knowing your mission beforehand and compliant to do it, 

before the fact of coming down to earth in this « 3D reality ». 
Who you are and who you think you are, can be so extremely 

different, that the path to salvation and knowing the purpose of your 

life can be lost for eternity. That is what we call in Arabic language « a 

ddalin » lost people.  

The path to making peace with who you are, and getting in touch 

with Dashit that reside within your being, can be as hard as diving 



Into a real « shit » and trying to discover it, admire it and have an 

unconditional love toward it, even if it will be the most hellish task 

ever done by a human being, To discover yourself and make shit 

clear, so it becomes clean, and hopefully ascend to a crystal clear 

spiritual being having a human experience 

 

A- Self Improvement Tools: 
I was a nerdy little Chode, who was all the time wondering why he is 

so shy, and why he had this urge to break through this intense 

awkwardness and delusions, that block the genius from getting out 

from the prison of unknown psychological facts, and other 

paranormal or abnormal unexplained activities. 

One day as I was looking into Google, on how to start conversations 

with random people, back in 2004/2005, I accidently bumped into a 

French website that helps man and also womens, become their best 

version of themselves, through many different self improvement 

tools, including hypnosis, Nlp, dating and even speed seduction. 

At those times, I had a feeling of discovering the magical lamp of Ali 

Baba. and from there, I have started to devour every bit of any 

content related to seduction, hypnosis, nlp, Eft, Conversational 

hypnosis, belief change, metaprogrammes, tony robins works, 

Eckartole, and many other well-known master all over the globe. 

 

And, the more I was growing and learning along my spiritual journey, 

and practicing into the real world, with real physical people and even 



with disembodied beings, whether they were thought forms, spirits 

or other related « paranormal matters ». 

The more, I was compelled to dive deep, specifically into spirituality 

and the way of being, of as many cultures as I could do. 

Coran studies, bible studies and even torah studies, and some other 

amazing content and connected subjects as well. 

 

A1- Shame/ Guilt and Anxiety: 

Into the deepest darkness ever created: SHAME. Shame is the lowest 

vibration that could exist in the the range of the vibration scale of 

human existence 

 

 



Being shameful literally means that your map of reality has collapsed 

and has no place or structure to be built upon again. It is the death of 

all life energy that lives inside a living body, the very lost people dwell 

into those realms. And I think that I WAS ONE OF THEM. 

My Shame was so intense, when I had to do a speech in front of the 

class. It was even worse, when a classmate girl came to ask me for 

the homework classes. 

As a Child I was a very adventurous boy, no shame so ever, nor the 

less I was kind and respectful to older people, my teachers and te 

neighbors. Even if the last ones were sometimes upset at me, fighting 

with their kids, or trying to steal a kiss from a classmate girl. 

Feeling awkward, started when I became a grown teenager. So from 

the age 13/14, my self-consciousness and more other « Taboos » 

raised up within me. As I am still writing this book, so much 

information starts popping up from nowhere. As the following of this 

writings might be as well. 

When we speak about Indigos, we are talking about people who have 

an activated pineal gland by nature till puberty, and the more time 

goes, the classification and the castration of this gland is done. Due 

to what is surrounding us in this Matrix ( Food, Television, 

pollution…), those same people « indigos »start losing gradually 

touch with their inner powers and hidden abilities, transforming into 

moderns disease, like autism, paranoia and some other psychological 

disorders. 

One side effect of those “chaotic Energy” is the high sex-drive of 

those star-seeds, due to this very powerful Force of 

life/Chi/Kundalini… that reside within them 



As a little teenager, this powerful energy needed to be addressed and 

well canalized. I am not going to be honest if say, that I didn’t did the 

deal to canalize my needs by myself. But there were other ways that 

helped me channel this energy in a more constructive way. 

So, I had a secret relationship with a lot of feminine figures. Don’t get 

me wrong, those feminine figures deal with the feminine side of our 

self : Maria( Mathematics), paula( Playstation) and katrina(Karate). 

Sorry Katrina is Masculine, because sport is a solar (masculine aspect) 

of yourself too... 

Till now, I hope you begin to become more familiar with the 

« technical words » we are using in this book, to decode, and 

hopefully  with God’s Grace and guidance , will help to bring you a 

new Aquarian model of the world, more rich, colorful, and with 

infinite abundance and possibilities. 

 

A2- Fear/Desire/ and Anger:  

So what did help me to go beyond shame/ guilt and anxiety? 

First I have learned some techniques and routines to be able to start 

a simple conversation with random people in the streets. 

At first it was like hell. I’ve walked days and days, all by myself, in the 

biggest avenue in The Capital Rabat, without even being able to open 

my mouth and ask at least for directions or what time it is. 

Bit by bit, I finally reached a level of asking directions from old 

people, teenagers and also beautiful womens, with a very respectful 

approach and kind conversation. 



We all know the chodes down the road, who throws bad harassment 

words to women, hoping to get some like a fish man. 

People don’t even have the courage to have integrity, be respectful 

and purposeful, even when dealing with those kinds of situations, 

which are still « taboos » in some parts of the world. 

I don’t think that being respectful and clear in our intentions, without 

any hidden agendas is not a normal thing to do, or even practicing 

those sophisticated gimmicks just for the sake of doing it. Stepping 

up and going beyond you comfort zone. 

To be honest YES.I had some very harsh reactions back in the days, 

even with the most pure and respectful approach and intentions. But 

I had never taken it personally. I did reframe it as if « Life is a game ». 

So let’s become the best at it, and discover the mysteries and the 

hidden treasures of The Soul and the Human Psyche. 

 

* Lessons, Tools, stuffs that I have learned in this stage 

of Consciousness: 

« Attraction is not at choice » Cf David Deangelo. 

When we start to dive deep into this book, we will have a bigger 

meaning of the word Attraction, as the symbolism of the linguistics 

will spread all through the seven level of consciousness. 

Nowadays it is called the law of Attraction, and don’t be amazed, that 

we will make a  « quantum jump » to decode The Attraction of the 

planets, gravity and even those « unrelated matters, that have a logic 

may be hiding behind the mirrors , as anti reality or may be a 

reflection of reality, also called « anti-mater » that no matter how 

hard science did to unveil what is behind the mirror, the simple 



average person will think that it is the dumbest thing ever done, to 

chase his own reflection . 

Which is maybe also related to the speed of light, physics, antimatter, 

that holds worlds, within worlds, within worlds. 

As a creation, we are sharing the same fundamental space that is 

built each one upon each other. But the sum of all beings that reside 

within it, have differents levels and abilities about  taking advantage 

of this same shared space. Some of them « us humans » can just walk 

at a speed of 5km/h, and be visible to the naked eye. Some others 

can go through galaxies just in a blink of an eye that and cannot be 

seeing or communicated with, from our actual level of awareness, 

which is the simple case for bacteria, molecules, wind … etc 

 But even if those same beings do exist among us, and were visible to 

the naked eye. The average human being won’t be able to see those 

« superheros » as who they really are. Just like woo. What if he can 

teleport just like RIGHT NOW. 

What would be your honest reaction to that, in a casual conversation, 

or in the grocery store? Just think deeply about that. And just totally 

forget, about such scenarios and the reaction of the actors in a 

Hollywood film. 

I am not claiming, I have done that. I am just saying that, in this 

Aquarian day and age. And especially to have a big picture 

understanding of what the next chapters will be all about.  

In this book we will strive to have a more enclosing model that will 

address each area, depending on the note and the octave of the 7 

ITCHS, the 7 notes, in this fractal holographic universe. 

That will, with god’s will, be connecting all the pieces of the puzzle, in 

a musical like related fact, where logic, science, rhythm and 



spirituality, can exist and co-exist, to become whole again, by willing 

to go through the black hole of darkness, ignorance and chaos, to 

find light in the other side of the corner, and hopefully under/inner 

and over stand, what this is all about. 

So at the basic level of self improvement, being talkative is the 

number one rule to the journey of the « solar » side and building the 

second body, aka the etheric body. 

The second body is dealing with body language, ideas, desires, 

pleasure, playfulness, outgoing, being able at say and articulate your 

thought in an elegant and grounded communication and way of 

being. 

So the more people I encounter, the more my flow and rhythms 

raised gradually, not only regarding the communication skills area, 

and making attraction happens (If your remmeber the first statement 

of this section; « Attraction is not a choice »), but moreover the 

magnetism and the aura becomes more centered, grounded and 

attractive to both males and females at this stage of self mastery. 

 

A3-Pride/Courage Neutrality /: 

At times, I had a sense of having some superpowers, especially when 

knowing the mechanics of hypnosis and NLP. I had witnessed the 

magic of Mirroring, Matching, conversational hypnosis happening in 

« Real time ». That was not only words and techniques learned in the 

books, but applying it to real life scenarios. 

What was even more amazing, is that I found some « charismatic » 

simple people like friends, family, public speakers and many others, 



that had this high communication skills , without even thinking about, 

it, was like it, was their second nature. THEY GET IT!!! 

But the thing I was really proud of, is that, contrary to those 

« natural » charismatic people who GET IT naturally without any 

backed step by step teachings, I knew the secrets formulas and the 

step by step process of those « superpowers », and can teach them, 

apply them or even add to the structure that holds them us such, as 

we will do in this book with God’s will and grace. 

 

*Hypnosis/goals/NLP.  

First off, just be cool. The state of hypnosis happens to each one of us 

more than 1000 times every day. When we are gazing from the 

window of a Bus, when we are in a rush looking for a lost object in 

the room, when your are gazing deeply into a mathmeatique 

exercise, when you are looking at a horror, romantic, dramatic movie. 

It is just a simple state of conscious, that happens naturally to any 

human bieng.the goal is to be able doing it, consciously. And using 

this powerful suggestible state, to help you manipulate your 

subconious in a good way, or even identify easily those states in real 

life, and use them for a good purpose. 

As I have said earlier, the skill set of auto-hypnosis, or being skilful at 

getting in/out of this trance is also natural for some people all over 

the world. 

At this stage, we are jumping into the third ITCH, or third octave of 

self mastery and realization, which is dealing with the emotional 

body aka the astral body, which deals with mastering the range of 

emotions. 



But be wise!! For indigos and people who already has a natural touch 

with this “anti-matter” realms, trying to get deep into this stuff 

before the age of 25/30, can be somehow risk full, especially with 

this day and age, when The Matrix has taken over the rulerships of 

the human values, and caused the declassification of the chosen 

one’s hidden “weapons”. 

Way deep into the book, you will get your mind blown, when you will 

discover the unimaginable power of astral projection, the destructive 

and co-creative power of Spiritual projection, and the infinite power, 

which is god’s like “khalifat in this Earth”, where wind, earth, fire, 

water, jinni’s, angels, animals, insects, bacteria’s…will all be at your 

disposal, because you will be the center, the very center of the space-

time… when the real «holy spirit”, will reside within you. And The 

most destructive powers and the mot heavenly blessing will be at 

your disposal. But for now stick with me. Let’ talk a little bit about 

hypnosis. 

There are some great performer artist, well known all over the world, 

who use those “NLP/Hypnosis/Misdirection…” secrets, and make a 

fame, name and game all the world into believing, that they’ve 

somehow, got a mysterious superpowers. 

Some of them take credit of the “pseudo-miracles” that they can 

perform, and deny any existence of a paranormal dimensions, or 

even worse, say all the imaginable blasphemy against, god, the Holy 

Spirit and any the spiritual existence. 

Nlp is a high technology in psychology, which uses different tools, 

method and “step by step” formulas, to enhance and enrich people’s 

life. 

It was first designed by Robert Dilt and Richard Bandler, a psychiatrist 

and a software engineer, who had modeled specifically the work of 



Milton Erickson, Virginia Satir and other well known people in those 

filed this the past century. 

The first book, Dilt and bandler wrote is the called “the structure of 

magic volume1”. Just the name of it, will give you a glimpse of this 

slight of mouth field. Which we will with god’s will, make it clear that 

it can deal with “real magic”, not just a book’s title. 

 

A-4- Courage/willingness/ acceptance. 

It is okay to be mediocre, and accept it. But it does not mean to not 

have the willingness and the courage to get pass through this stage of 

consciousness.  

I was willing to do whatever it takes, to be the best version of myself, 

and not necessarily be the best of the best. I was not trying to be 

better than someone else, but better than «self” (my lower selves( 

we have 7 bodies)) and get in touch with the real me “ dashit” , 

whom is simply the best imaginable version of any being, the alpha 

and the omega, the “shit” and dashit at the same time. 

We will talk more in detail in the next chapters, about this duality, 

which include, good/bad, male/female/, light/darkness, and we will 

with god’s help and will , transcend those limiting views, believes, 

and frames of mind to hopefully find out  what is really going on and 

on and on. 

 

*My Lifestyle At this stage of self realization: 

I was growing every day, by going to social gathering, where I can find 

a lot of people, and socialize as much as I could.  



I’ve met trough this conscious community, the best friends of my life 

that are still best friends and more way than that. We have grown 

together sharing, experimenting, learning and even teaching other 

people who joined the community of self improvement, and social 

mastery. 

English was the key to those teachings, and thanks to god, I and my 

friends too, were learning from the best of the best at those times, 

thank to this World Wide Web. 

But at some point, in 2012/2013 when I was at the top of my game 

and “charisma”. I had a very deep incongruence about who am I. 

So what?  

I can get in relationships with any person I wanted too, whether it 

was male, female, old man, children’s… I had this magnetic aura that 

was shining through my being, thank to Allah. I got spotted and 

noticed anywhere I went, even if I was just an ordinary man, with no 

spooky clothes, fame or money. 

I wanted more; because I thought that I deserve more than what was 

my actual situation at the time. Thanks to god, I was financially 

stable, with a good shape somehow, even if I was smoking at the 

time and stuff… but the social feedback or social “pinging”, I was 

getting from the outer world, gave me the ideas and the vision that I 

can be and do anything I wanted in this world. I felt limitless. 

“The more social pressure you can handle, the more your status is 

high just by default”.  

There is some kind of things that nobody can fake. Like the way you 

walk, the way you talk, the way you look, the way you grab your cup 

of coffee. That subtle body language of “normally” high status people 

cannot be faked in front of those same people. 



You can fake it in front of normal” or “average” people at certain 

degrees, but not in front of George colony or, brad pit. Because they 

deeply get those subtle mannerism and behaviors that high status 

people act-like naturally. 

But before we go deep into this. I just want to say, that I had a very 

big question mark, about the nature of those unknown phenomenas 

that happened to me as a little child. 

So the journey of the classical self improvement reached a bowling 

point, and new ways of understanding were imminent for me, to be 

learned to go a step ahead toward the next ITCH. 

Welcome to the spirituality and the spirits world. 

 

B-My Spiritual Journey: 
 

B1- August 4th 2013 and the epiphany. 

From my birth date march 5th 1983 till august 4th 2013 are exactly 

11111 days. In This exact period there was a Grand sextile in the 

heavens, forming one of the most perfect Star of David ever.  

 

 



I was also born in a Star of David too!!

Of  

Why am I saying that? Buckle up, because we will address the subject 

of numerology astrology very soon, so stay tuned. But for now just 

forget about that. 



It was a dark night of Ramadan. I had the habit of driving my car for a 

little ride near the sea of my hometown SALE, also know historically 

as The Pirate’s City. It was my way to mediate upon the subjects I 

have learned, gazing into those beautiful waters in the day, and 

finding calm and solitude in the night drives, that gave me so much 

inspiration, new insights and relaxing time. 

So in the 27 Ramadan, also know “the night of the destiny” in Islam 

religion. I was so down in my spirit, and was asking God where am I 

going with my life, at some point I had tears coming down from 

beautiful eye, while I  was asking god to guide me. 

Suddenly I heard a voice “a clear voice in my head” telling me out 

loud ( it was so sweet and very beautiful and angel like voice) 

Mohamed please don’t cry, god loves you, everything will be Okay… I 

have tears now coming down too .The tears of love and 

gracefulness to God the most high Allah. 

I had never experienced that kind of voice talking to me, since 

2007/08, when I was deep into some psychedelic and parting 

lifestyle, and  had suffered from it badly, especially fromr my closed 

family circle. 

I had just 23/24 years old at the time, and  was not grounded and 

knowledgeable enough on those spiritual experiences, as the fact of 

what it means to have an open “third eye”. 

But when I began my deep research in those spiritual matters, 

learning about the 3rd eye, telepathy, Clairvoyance, indigos. Especially 

that I had the privilege of being very informed about NLP, trance 

work and hypnosis techniques. 

I begun to elaborate a model, where those “scientifically unknown” 

or unexplained phenomena, can make sense in a higher model of the 



world, a richer map of reality, when those “hidden” players (spirits/ 

telepathy/ synchronicities), can be identified as a part of the same 

system. 

For example, someone who wants to do part integration in a 

coaching session, to have an aligned vision, or to get rid off a bad 

habit, but has also an open third eye. 

 

 

There will be other players “spirits”, that the even coach himself 

won’t take into consideration, or be able to pick up on those matters, 

it can be even worse by damaging  the patient spiritual health, by 

taking him into an hypnotic trance with those “chaotic” conditions..  

so this part integration process will immensely collapse 2 or 3 days 

after the therapy session. Because this hidden player “spirit” can still 

be wandering around, coming and going in and out  from the “ 3rd 

eye’s” dimensional portal. 

The NLP basic model suggest, that every part has a positive intention 

for us, even if it is a bad habit, a bad relationship … you just have to 

dig deeper to make all the part within yourself agree and aligns for 

your highest best interest. So, The other part” spirits” may hides, or 

don’t care for your best intention, and was not present in the part 



integration process, but they will come back later as an outsider in 

your life.   

The question now of exorcism or even talking spirit themselves when 

being in a trance like scenario, can be one of the most effective way 

to deal with those incongruities and make and make the part 

integration a successful mission. It is like a negotiating with the devil 

himself in some extreme cases. so it can take a classical religious 

form, or it can be as simple as a simple conversation hypnosis, with 

the patient that must be made high level accuracy and the coach 

himself must be as strong as the “devil himself”( Heloo coaches’… I 

am talking seriously here, for the professional coaching studies), 

because in some cases the interaction may not be as friendly as the 

“sophstaced/ good boy/girl coach” can imagine . 

The deepest shadow of the person will come out to the surface, and 

we will deal with a very highly intelligent being, that can reside 

permanently or just occasionally within the person. 

For skeptic people, just continue to read the book. You have to get 

the big picture, so that the notion of those “crazy spirits” and other 

skeptical matters can click and have a place into your head. Because I 

believe that if you really understand the totality of the teaching I am 

writing in this book, everybody will agree with that, because you will. 

Okay. So read the totality of the book, my very beloved readers . 

I hope that you are now accustomed with my multiples threading 

style of writing. No worries!! We are dancing with the 7 notes/ ITCHS. 

You better know how to dance some SAMBA BAYBY!! 



 

B2-The Deepening Of My Studies: 

The “AHA MOMENT” of the 11111 days and astrology stuff, came to 

light for me just after 2016/2017, when I begun learning about those 

matters. 

But for now, let’s star from August 2013. 

So, at this point, I first started looking deep into exorcism and the 

“holly water” matters. After months of research, I found a very skillful 

sheikh named Abdlhalima Abdarraouf. This great person was 

basically a mathematician and an engineer living in France, but was 

travelling the world till today, helping people understand the subject 

of exorcism, possession and especially “channeling” other spirits, for 

good purpose. I have looked meticulously into his work and  inspired 

so much, to start learning even more.  

There is also a Chinese scientist, who did a lot of studies about 

human consciousness and the molecular structure of water. 



 

 

The thing is that we are made of 70 per cent of water. Can you just 

think about the following fact? 

If only the water that reside within your being, can have a perfect 

crystal shape, as shown above, when it is within a positive 

environment. Can you just imagine the infinites possibilities that can 

come from this simple fact? 

Meditation, eating healthy, sleeping well, doing sport… will naturally 

elevate your state of consciousness, toward more love, peace and 

harmony. When your body starts vibrating at this level, your 70/per 

cent of the water within yourself will do so!! 

But the wonderful thing is that your brain, the one that contains the 

most of your believes, values, bad habits, negative/positive 

programs, contains about 90 per cent of water too. 

Just stop reading the book now. And think about that for at least 5 

minutes or more. Then come back. 



Did you get it? Did you see Magic? Did you over/inner and 

understood one of the most miraculous things in the universe that 

God make available for us? 

If you only apply this one “little thing” daily, your life will be 

completely transformed in the most unimaginable way. 

When you, sweat, when you cry, when you go the bathroom, you will 

get rid of all the negative believes, habits, frame of mind. And be 

centered again in this refreshed moment, with infinite possibilities to 

uncover and discover. 

To make a “holy water” by energizing it, through positive intention 

like with exorcism for Christian, with “roqya” in Islam, with positive 

wording and high vibratory environment… is one way to raise your 

state of being. 

But when you become holly yourself, through “salat”, meditation, 

eating well, sleeping well, and sport. You become the temple that 

makes the water become” holly” aka crystallize in the most 

magnificent way with those 70 or 90 percent of the same matter that 

is literally YOU. 

Everything will take care of itself naturally, without you realizing it. 

All negativity, the limiting believes, the anxiety, the fear, the shame… 

will just disappear in a blink of an eye. Those are the realms of the 

Age of Aquarius, the 5th Dimension, where love and peace, reign 

supreme. 

 

Learning From the spiritual masters of this Age: 

As I was listening to a podcast from my earlier mentors on social 

dynamics Tyler From a company named Rsd Real Social Dynamics, he 



spoke about the flow state or the “zone”, and he mentioned himself 

assisting to one of Eckartole Seminars, that deals with the notion of 

the “zone” or THE PRESENT MOEMENT. 

I was very fascinated about how beautiful is self improvement 

studies. I was well informed on the subject of NLP and hypnosis, but 

not well enough on the matters of deepening the trance model, into 

a bigger frame, which include being in the now “zone”, but in a 

higher frame of mind. Which apply not only to Socializing or being 

charismatic/high status, but apply this principle to paradigm and 

models anywhere in this “holographic universe”? 

So the “presence work” was somehow a skill for me, and I was really 

ready to discover what is behind the Curtin. 

The studies of Benhalima AbdArraouf in the “religious mystic” side, 

coupled with Eckartole and some other amazing teachers led me to 

have a very big ITCH to find the NICH I was looking for and hopefully 

under/inner and over stand what is all about. 

Sadghuru, was one of my favorite people, I liked to listen to. He had 

this equilibrium between what I know, what he knows and what he 

had to offer. I had a book given to me by a closed friend that went to 

India and bought a book named “Mystic Eye” while he was attending 

to a seminar led by Sadghuru, and traveling around.  

The book was an interview-like style, and the content was so 

confirming and expanding to what I know and what other cultures 

from different places over the world, shared the same basic spiritual 

principles. That at the end of the day, they all have a common very 

simple “root” rules, that is/was/will be applied for any system within 

this same space-time. 

 



B3-The Real Beginning of Journey. 

On January 23rd 2015. It as a Friday and as always, I was driving in my 

car around the middle of the day, meditating upon Life. I had this 

urge to go to the Mosque this day, and I was all the time trying to 

stick to the habit of praying every day, even if I was doing my self-

improvement stuff and meditation practices every day. 

I was really seeing the big picture that my life would be like, if only I 

can apply what I know in tangible action and also deepening my 

relationship with god the most high. 

At this exact day, I had the most revealing epiphany of all of my life 

that will be kept hidden from this book, but will be revealed to the 

meticulous Reader in the journey of unlocking the 7 ITCHS of the 

matter. 

From this point and on, I have dedicated all my energy, attention and 

concentration, toward discovering and diving deep into “.knowing 

thy self”. 

I have started to look for the meaning of what is the root of all 

spiritual system, I have tried to stay as much as I could no judgmental 

about other cultures or point of views. 

I had the full knowledge of the neutral structure of trance that 

represents the basis of any spiritual work. Like exorcism, healing, 

medium (reading minds), channeling, astral projection, spiritual 

projection, law of attraction… 

So from 2015 till today March 12th 2021, I can say, that we have a 

lot of things to talk about and unveil publicly to the whole world. 

 



C- The Astral World 
The moment you are day dreaming, it is a kind of an out of body 

experience in itself. Your consciousness or at least “a part of it” is not 

totally in the present moment. You are projected into the future, the 

past or outside space and time. 

The more you are totally immersed into this kind of “trance”, the 

more your consciousness it absorbed into this “parallel” (imagination 

realm). 

Normally, people don’t get deep into those state of meditation or 

“day dreaming”, some “chosen” people, can get sucked into this 

trance, till sometimes they can “teleport” literally to the imagined 

place or realm. 

Stop right now. Go grab a glass of water, and come back tomorrow, 

I am talking about the exact technology that can be demonstrated 

almost nowhere, but can be found in the ancient fairy tales and 

prophet’s miracles. 

However, it is the ultimate back ground that can make sense of what 

can happen between the full spectrum of miracles and the dumbest 

things in life.  

You will be amazed to know, that those miracles are as “normal” as 

the things that we consider dumb and token for granted in a daily 

basis. 

 



C1- Classical Knowledge of the Astral 

Projection Phenomena: 

The classical meaning, commonly know about astral projection, is the 

fact of being asleep and your “astral body” gets detached from your 

“physical” body, and get to the “astral realm”. 

For beginners in the astral projection studies, this same definition can 

be convincing for such people, because it is true at a certain degree. 

But the more I went deep into those “unknown” and specifically  very 

“subjective” quest, I have found a very tiny and clear distinction  in 

those  spiritual advanced practices, that may be very shocking o a lot 

of people. 

We are now going to get into the details about those matters. So 

there are 7 different types of projections as far as I know. Buckle up 

and get ready for the show. 

 

Material Projection     -----------------      Environment 

Enteric Projection        -----------------      Ideas 

Astral Projection        -----------------        Emotions 

Mental Projection      -----------------       Believes/Values 

Spiritual Projection       -----------------     Identity 

Cosmic Projection         -----------------     Cosmic Identity 

Nirvanic Projection       -----------------     A Holy Spirit of God’s Chosen 

 



1-Material Projection: 

Where you are there you go. 

 

2-Etheric Projection: 

Now let’s talk. 

Etheric projection also known as Remote Viewing, is the ability to 

know or project (co-create) reality, through a light trance of hypnosis, 

when you can imagine vividly what is happening in some place far 

away from you or even send energy ( co-create), in a way that is 

accurate for 20 per cent, for example. 

Which is a very high percentage, that needs somehow a decoding of 

the information received, because it is just 20/100 for what is really 

happening out there, but only this small amount of impact that you 

can have , is so much important, compared to what science or any 

actual technology can predict or co-create in this reality. 

Let say that at this stage of self mastery, you can “consciously” 

control 20/100 of your consciousness “at will”. And only that is a very 

big “superpower”, that anybody can wish to possess.  

Just to let you know, there are some big intelligent agency like the 

CIA for example, that hire people having  those qualities, and hire 

them as a “remote viewers”, to know the probable placements of 

enemies’ weapon for example etc… 

There is an ex-CIA agent well known nowadays on YouTube, who 

made a talk on TEDX explaining exactly the step but step process, CIA 

was using at the times of his missions within the agency. 



But this is only “etheric Projection” Also known as “remote viewing”. 

But when we will start to decode the spiritual and cosmic projection, 

you will be amazed of the powerful and very destructible powers, or 

blessings, people or any creature can possess at this stage of 

consciousness. So stay tuned. 

 

3-Astral Projection: 

Let’s say that at this stage, you can consciously control 40 per cent of 

you consciousness, which mean that you can stay “awake” or 

conscious even when your brain is on a low waves of vibration, called 

delta waves, but it will be a little bit lower than the exact Delta 

frequency, but very close to it. And even so you don’t lose yourself 

and drop to sleep, moreover, even if you do sleep, you are awake.  

 

Astral projection at this stage is better done closed eyes than 

opened, to avoid the interferences with what you see and resist in 

the 3D world. 

When staying with your eyes opens at this stage of vibration, you will 

be able to catch / hear and feel the 5th D world, but our resistance to 

be sucked totally into the 5th with open eyes, can be quite a challenge 

for almost anybody. 

But for the Nirvanic projection (next chapters), it won’t matter if your 

eyes are closed or open, the “where you are there you go” that I’ve 

stated for the first meaningless projection “Material projection”, will 

be the same as the highest form of projection and co-creation which 

is when you can walk on water eye to eye and face to face. This is 

what is called the Alchemy; this is the pure moment of infinite 



wisdom love and possibilities. It will be like Heaven on Earth, with 

God’s will, and grace! 

 

How do you astral project: 

I think that nowadays, the subject of astral projection has become 

one of the best brands rising up amongst not only spiritual 

communities, but it became particularly very popular in the everyday 

chitchat with almost anyone. 

The bad news is, and it is a very bad news! is that the astral 

projection subject is taken as if it was a Video game, or just a trip 

amongst other “paranormal” spiritual matters. 

But, No. The power of this thing is not imaginable, and very difficult 

to be “believable” for 99 percent of people, if not just a handful 

amongst those almost 8 billion in the planet right now can believe 

and witness it’s power from a first-hand experience. 

Get into a sleeping position, hands crossed together upper your chest 

( this is the perfect position to start from” a protective aura’s 

posture” like a shield with both hand energies), then you relax as 

deep as you can, with your eyes closed. 

You can either, try the method of focusing on your breath and make 

it slow and rhythmic, or just focus on the heaviness of your body, the 

sound of your ears starting to ring quite loud… then just let go and let 

yourself get sucked into the Astral world. 

The more your “Chi” is high ( the “chi” energy also known as the Life 

Force, it is the amount of energy you have gained and gain on a daily 

basis, through meditation, eating healthy, sport, prayer, things, 

places or people that surround your direct environment and add to 



the Energy of life you have) the more you can hold your awareness 

during the transition from trance like state to the “Astral realm” , and 

won’t lose touch/sound/ “senses” with the new environment you will 

be cast into. 

 

C-2 What is Exactly the Astral World? 

It is literally this same world in a higher note/octave/ITCH. You exist 

in the astral world the same way that you do in this 3rd D reality. 

There are some people, leading amazing lives out there right now. 

But wait a minute Dashit!! What do you mean about “right now? Do 

you mean that they have the same now or “time that as we do”? 

That’s a very very very good question, that imposes itself ((right 

now?? :-)), it is the master piece that will help us elaborate the model 

that we will share in the book. 

So the short answer is NO. The time is not the same, but the space is. 

But when time is not the same the space-time will be also different, 

even if the space is the same. How do you find this wonderful idea!! 

The space is the same, but our 3D senses don’t have access to all the 

“Data” in this same space, but people who dwell on the 4th/5th and 

higher dimensions, experience this same space with more capability 

to explore and exploit the resources, the secrets, the “ laws” that are 

available for beings of higher consciousness. That’s where the 

meaning of a “holy place” comes from for example. 

A place is a place, but through time, people, Djjins, even animals… 

have sacred places that get into, and believe that a “hidden” 

treasures/power/blessing dwell into those places. even if for the 



naked eye observer, it is just a place amongst others, with walls and 

buildings on it. 

But the thing is, that may be a spiritual “Guru” was able to access the 

higher realms, and was led to discover this hidden place, that only he 

“the Guru” knows it value, and demonstrate to the people 

“materially (like healing/shamanism/ Holy water/rituals…) those 

blessings, so that people start to make/believe/know that this normal 

place is in fact a “holy place”/object/people or thing. 

Those beings can also include “conscious human beings” whom are 

having a material body in this 3D reality, they all have a simple and 

normal lives as we do in our “logical understanding” of the rhythmic 

and the dynamics of life, cultures and interactions. 

4-Mental Projection: 

In reality, there is no “measurable” Mental projection as is the case 

for the Etheric and Cosmic projection, which we will get to in the next 

chapters. 

The prime numbers realms are the only “stable” places, where order 

can exist. The dual planes which includes the Enteric, Mental and 

cosmic plane are somehow unstable or “hellish” realms.  

When duality exist, order disappears, but when it does not, more 

order can be attained , as is the case when the highest ITCH is 

reached, which is the 7th plane of consciousness where heavenly 

earth exist, also known as Paradise , or the realms very close to it, 

called  “ The Nirvanic plane”. 

Let’s say it like this. The mental Plane is like the etheric plane from an 

astral plane perspective.  



I know you didn’t get it!! . No problem, I will try to articulate that in 

another way, so  : 

The Material plane, The Astral Plan, the Spiritual plane and the 

Nirvanic plane, they all have a “visible”/”material”/”subjective” 

bodies. When you are in those planes, with eyes closed, you are 

literally on those dimensions, with all the power and ability to act, 

change, feel, and live on those realms. 

But for the etheric plane, The Mental Plane and the cosmic plane, 

you are just witnessing the +1 realm (the above dimension, just after 

the realm in which we dwell, or have mastered”), it is just like remote 

viewing the next dimension from the dimension below. 

I am sure that some people are still confused about what I wanted to 

mean, but we will develop  the idea much more, till it get absorbed 

by the simplest way it may be described. 

 3D= “Reality”//// 3D+1= 4th D” witnessing The 5th D reality as an 

observer” 

If you can master 5th D you can now become a “full resident “of this 

realm, by having all the rights and obligation, of any 5th D being in this 

same space-time.  

Not from an observer perspective anymore, but as a real “character” 

in this experience, you were observing as a lower 4th Dimensional 

being, with no right/obligation or power to change what you 

see/hear or feel, you are just like seeing a movie in the theater, and 

gathering information, that is a 40/100 true information (if you’ve 

read the chapters above, and you are still following the rhymes). 

 

Spiritual Projection: 



This is a “solid” realm :-), you got it now!! Ok, I know, I am a good 

teacher:-p. 

If you can reach the level of mastering the 5th realm, you will exist on 

a dimension that resides within the limit of life and death. 

Mastering  the 5th realm, is as simple as letting go of life, also know as 

ego death at this stage of consciousness, but life will still exist within 

you in the higher logic of the 6th and the 7th plane. This is when you 

can experience the ego death, in both the solar and the lunar side of 

yourself. 

Wait, wait wait Dashit, please stop. WHAT THE HECK IS THIS LUNAR 

SIDE /SOLAR SIDE? 

Okay, I admit, I went too quickly. So let’s define the solar aspect and 

the lunar aspect of our selves, that will lead us to dive into the 13 

Chakra systems first, and know the metaphysics behind it after that.  

I am sorry, but it was your fault dear reader for asking this 

“advanced” question, so, we will do the homework for the 13 Chakra 

system studies. You better learn it, or you won’t have access to 

Decode the next ITCHS. 

 

C3- The 13 Chakra System Decoded: 

A Chakra is like an egg. It has a crust, a center and the space in 

between. 

The crust is the solar side of this chakra. The space in between is (the 

“Ascendant/ Eclipse”) of this chakra, and the Center is the lunar side 

of it. 



At the building of any chakra, the lunar aspect must be mastered 

first, then the “Ascendant” side and finally the solar side. That way 

the Chakra will be fully activated and ready to do the work. 

The Common known system is the 7 Chakra system, which deals with 

the 7 “visible” planet from an astrology perspective ( Sun/ Moon/ 

Mercury/ Mars/ Venus/ Jupiter/ Saturn) and from an energetic point 

of view, those 7 chakras represent the 7 principal glands that exist 

within any human being, which are : 

 



 

“Theoretically” when we reach the age of 39/40 years old, we should 

be able to fully activate all our 13 chakras simultaneously (13*3=39). 

It is either Calculated on a solar calendar which has exactly 364 days ( 

from my deep research on the subject, maybe we will do another 

specific book about those matters in the near Future With god’s will), 

or on the “Eclipse calendar” which has a 360 days count, or using a 

Lunar calendar which has “nowadays” 353 days. 



Jut to say, before we skip this very important “day count definition”. 

The moon shifts in degrees through millions and millions  of years, 

due to a lot of things happening in the cosmos, so when I’ve said 353 

days “nowadays” it is the day count for this actual Era. 

But When God has created the stars, the moon and the earth in this 

perfect holographic  creation, every shape, thing, ecosystem was  

having an infinite synchronistic  existence. The Sun, The Moon, The 

Moon/Sun (Eclipse), they all had the 360 day count at the exact pace, 

space and space-time. 

But due to “entropy”, expansion and other complicated dynamics… 

those things tend to move away from this perfect dance… but for 

now, I don’t want to go very deep into this subject, it will be for a 

next book  or a next lesson with god’s will. 

So let’s go back to those 13 chakras. 

You have to know, that more than 95/100 of beings having this 

“human experience” don’t even reach the level “33” (if you know 

what I am talking about). 

We will dive deep into this mysterious “Masonic structure”, that 

claim that the level “33” is the top of the pyramid for the most high 

ranked “self made“ Masons . 

But there is the level “39/40”, where Christ consciousness dwell, and 

the highest angelic being can be found. 

Why the number “33” is the highest level that can be reached, by 

being against the ultimate structure that god’s has created?! 

It is simply because, if you want to go beyond that level, you have to 

absolutely surrender to God the most high, and reach the highest 

levels of unconditional love and enlightenment, that any wicked 



Spirits cannot have, but only if they submit to the supreme kingdom 

of Allah God Allah the most high, and simply activate the higher 

Chakras, dealing with the unconditional love and being a real Kalifat 

of God in This Earth and keeping his commandments.  

The building of those chakras, the activation of the lunar/eclipse and 

solar side, can be done in different orders, depending on the 

evolution of each one of us, and more specifically, being or not in 

“the right path”, through the lived years and experiences (lunar, solar 

or ascendant) that has shaped our being and hopefully has solidifed 

our under/inner and over-standing of this journey having  human 

existence, aka we have to as soon as possible “KNOW THY SELF”. 

There are so many things to say, but for the very sake of 

simplification, we will not tap into the very details of some of the 

tools that we have stated, otherwise we need to write a whole 

encyclopedia to make it happen. 

Anyway, I am sure that you’ve got the point. 

The 13 Chakras System, unlike the 7 Chakras system, has 13 “planet” 

rather than 7. So which are the 6 others missing components? 

 

Let’s discover them together!! 

Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, The molecule, The Atom and the “Noun” 

(AKA Quarks the black hole portal). 

Pluto (ruler of Scorpio/ophiuchus “center of the Galaxy) and Noun 

are the same entry and Exist of this Micro-Universe “The Solar 

System”. 

When a spirit has the privilege to enter the womb and have this 

human experience within this 3D reality, it is just a “Spirit” at first.” 



Theoretically” and I repeat “theoretically”, after those 39/40 years 

old, and I repeat a last time, “Just in Theory” in the most perfect 

human experience that can be achieved. This spirit, can becomes THE 

HOLY SPIRIT HIMSELF aka Christ Consciousness. 

So, now, just go grab a cup of coffee, stop reading the book, and 

come back tomorrow, or the next week, and read this “Alien-like 

data”. I will do the same thing too. See you soon. 

So now, let’s go back to The Spiritual Projection and the Ego death 

concept. 

The 5Th Chakra is normally the 5th + (the 3 sub-Chakras (below the 

Root Chakra (1sth Chakra) = 8 chakra. 

                                                                    

1- Spirit                                                                  Quark(Noun) 

2- ADN                                                                    Atom 

3-Organes                                                              Molecule 

4-Body                                                                    Mars 

5-Ideas.                                                                   Venus 

6-Emotions.                                                            Moon 

7-Values.                                                                 Sun 

8-Identity.                                                               Mercury 

9- Cosmic Identity.                                                Saturn 

10- Christ Consciousness (Lunar).                      Jupiter                                    

11-Christ Consciousness (Eclipse).                     Uranus 

12- Christ Consciousness (Solar).                       Neptune 

13-CHRIST CONSIOUNESS                                    Pluto 

 

If from 1 to 13 happens, the spirit can become “Holly”. The spirit has 

now the possibility to make a full circuit from 13 to 1 or anywhere 

else it desire to be. The karmic cycle has officially ended. We call 



those who have achieved this level, and more specifically the only 

one who did that. Is The "Holy Spirit" himself. The one and the only. 

 

But for those who did make it from 1 to10, we call them Ascendant 

Masters. From 1 to 9 Buddha Consciousness can be achieved. 

Nevertheless most Yogis, stop at level 8 at their best. This level of 

mastery is also known as Crystallization. 

 

You have to know, that there is more than what meet the eyes 

regarding the dynamics of the ascension process, this very subject is 

complicated and can have many different perspective and 

understandings to it. I’d rather stop diving very deep into it for now, 

so you won’t be as confused as what I expect you will, trough the 

next chapters of the Dashit’s Book . 

 

Being able to perform a perfect “Spiritual Projection”can be  one of 

the most difficult levels to reach. But just for the sake of sharing this 

raw exclusive knowledge, I will love to take you even deeper into 

exploring the Cosmic/the Nirvanic projection. So please, don’t be 

shocked about what will be following on the next Chapters, but 

rather ger even exited about what life is, can and happen to be. 

 

*Cosmic Projection: 
 

Obviously, This is a prime realm, the projection can be done with  

open eyes, otherwise it will be just as a standard spiritual projection. 

The accuracy of this realm is almost perfect, 80/100 of what you see 

is what you get. 

 

When you can fully master this realm, you will see, hear, and feel 

things that only “the very very crazy people” can see.  



But those somehow “over the top people” are not here anymore; 

they are technically “dead” (if you know what I am talking about…). 

 

In this realm, you will either each the schizophrenic vibration, or 

grow beyond the cosmic realms. When I say “Cosmic” it does mean 

that you are “still alive”, having a normal life in this 3D reality, a very 

healthy life, but at the same time, having a very normal life and 

healthy life with Satan and his crew (if you know what I am talking 

about). 

 

When I have said Satan and his crew, it is not only the most devilish 

beings that can exist, but also one of the highest angelic being, 

Elementals, Spirit animals, dead people… 

Your life will be completely transformed, if you can sill be “not 

crazy” at this level. The Space-time will be completely different, 

Coincidences, higher magick, things that nobody on earth can 

explain. Your family, friends, neighbours, cats, wind, earthquakes, 

Volcanos, Politics, Economy, Presidents, Kings, Superstars, planets, 

asteroid, they will all be connected/shocked/transformed by the very 

massive space-time Machine, which is you.You will be almost the 

center of the universe at this level of consciousness, literally… 

You can just be joking around about a celebrity, and the next day 

BOOM, you see a crazy story about them on the news. Or can just be 

wandering around in your car, thinking about somebody you want to 

call and BAAAM, he is just in next car beside you…  

Or that jut by pure coincidence, the Prime Miniter of your country, 

can just pop up to be your neighbor just 20 feet away from your 

home, how cool is that?!! ( A conspiracy theory?  I don’t think so!!) 



Everything I say in this book, is backed up with real proof when 

relating to what happened and what is happening to me personally, 

and can be self-proven for anyone on this path of awakening and 

have absolute certainty of the same “Magical/unbelievable” 

coincidences? 

 What do you think about that “ Al mora9ibin “( Direct message and 

Inside joke with some Paparazzi puppet trying to bring down what 

god’s want to lift up, and they can never succeed at what they are 

doing, even if they make pact with Satan himself or the whole Army 

of Gog and Magog) . 

The same things is true for being connected to even earthquakes, 

Volcanoes, Economy, Politics and even Religious matters. Your very 

essence is so light, that it interferes with symbols and numbers 

themselves, lights codes, and the 4 elements themselves… I know it is 

so hard to believe, but yes!! IT IS WHAT IT IS. 

*Nirvanic Projection: 

 

May be I had some personal connections regarding the Cosmic plane, 

from time to times, as any one of us can experience, in some very 

rare coincidences that happens in God’s big designed for each one of 

us, but being aware of them is the thing that makes you think, and be 

digest by your being “after the fact” for most people, and as soon as 

those links happens for more awakened ones. 

 

But if I can reframe it as if. 



I will give you my honest inner/understanding  as if I am 38 years old 

for now, and let’s be very bold just for fun, or why not? With god’s 

will for real everything will be clear. 

Instant teleportation/ walking on water/ killing sight/ instant 

manifestation, this is what I call a 100/100 control of your 

subconscious, if you are still following the rhymes and the teachings 

of the whole seven ITCHS at the same time. 

Well done! 

You are now, where you are supposed to be. I love you my Friends, I 

hope that you got what you were looking for by purchasing this piece 

of information, but there is even more nuances to fully unlock  “Da 

Code” for the seven ITCHS. 

So now, let’s dive into the niche of the rich tribes, and ride you into 

the mysteries of witchcraft, the Masonic hubs, and the satanic labs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D-Mason’s Rituals Decoded: 

 



Congratulations, you made it!! 

You have now become an initiate, and you all the basic tools to dive 

into discovering the deepest hidden secrets that ruled the world 

trough time, but time is ticking very fast in the Aquarius era, where 

the veil is lifted and truth has arrived. 

D1- Masons and Building a House. 

Can you believe that one of the simplest way masons can target 

somebody, is by the simple fact of doing what a literal mason does 

“destroying and building houses” !?:-). They can just pop up around 

your neighborhood ( if they consider that you are a threat to the 

Matrix, and you are one of those strong space-times machines” 

Indigos”), buy 30/100 of the houses in your block, and start 

destroying them and taking all their time to rebuilt them again, with 

the most fashionable style, just to make an excuses for the yr=ears it 

has to take them ( even for 3 years  , do you think it’s a joke? 

).just for the sake of distorting the “Nirvanic”  Aura around those 

very powerful indigos, and fuck you up, without you being to 

complain or say shit , because this is the fucking Matrix my friend( 

the laws here are made for anyone, but those who are still getting 

with dashit that reside within your being).  You see now how the 

Matrix id designed. Go the Mountains my friends, flee to the 

wilderness man! if you want  to stay strong  in your faith, and keep 

god’s holly commandments . 

 That is just the tip of the iceberg, but maybe there is a literal dragon 

drawn on earth as mountains and talking to through numbers, stars 

and sacrifice, by those same people, who know the knowledge that I 

am sharing with you in this book with God’s help and will. 



You better make 2 gallon cup of coffee, and come back tomorrow, to 

the dashit show my beloved reader. But if you are so excited to know 

what is next, expect that your mind will be blown away. 

What I am sharing with you in this book, is one of the highest occult 

“technology”, that only the elect can have access to, in such a 

concentrated and focused fashion. 

Mastering the mechanisms taught in this humble work (Astral travel, 

Numerology, Astrology, social dynamics…) is the way in, to be an 

initiate and become a self-made Mason (in the very good sense of 

the term “Mason” aka a self-made “Somebody” as an example) 

I am not talking about belonging to the “Freemasonry” in itself, I am 

just saying, that this is the “theory” behind building something from 

the bottom to the top, also known as The Great Work in Alchemy and 

The Hermitic mysticism. 

 

D-2: An Introduction the Highest Masonic 

Rituals. 

Doing the “Great work” is simply using the hidden knowledge and 

build something that nobody can discover or acknowledge, only the 

highest ranked mason knows how it was done and the way it’s built. 

In July 4th, 1776 USA was created and the was recognized, by Many 

Countries, The first of them was Morocco, which has the Star of 

David Flag as shown in the picture below. 



 

 

In December 2020, exactly at the very timeline where Pluto was in 

Capricorn at approximatively the last 20 degrees, and made a full 

circle (which take approximatively 2020-1776= 240/250 years) 

Donald J Trump, returned back the gift to this same country. You 

better take a look at the natal chart of the US in 1776 and the one for 

today.  



 

 

 

USA Chart on December 11th 2020: 



 

 

We will give a more significant examples for those extremely biggest 

rituals, especially related to The Star of David in the 

symbolism,Including of course, the biggest scam on earth Aka the 

state of ISRAEL. 

Who are the real Israelites? 

The Answer is: The indigos, and starseed, that are now spread all 

over the planet, with different nationalities, tongues and colors. 

See. The word Israel can also be found in an the Arabic  language 

world called “Israe”, which give meaning to the name of  the Prophet 

Israel also know as  Jacob in some other religions , and the literal 

meaning of the word “israe” is simply the ability to perform an 

ASTRAL TRAVEL , alaso known as astral projection phenomenon. 



people who can travel trough space and time ( Astraly), be in touch 

with the future, the past, distant places, and get in contact with other 

species. People who can be in the matter and the “anti-matter 

world” at the same time. People who have those actual Aquarian 

technologies within them by defaults, the indigos, aka the chosen 

ones aka the real Israelite. 

Free Mason brotherhood, is the first enimy to the so called “ Positive 

Indigos” of what we call, the negative indigos”, or simply indigos who 

sold their soul to the system, and are allowed now to use their gift to 

feed the beast system, and destroy the “Positive Indigos” who say no 

to the Devil, and stay righteous, and keeps faith in God’s 

commandments. Hollywood scenario like. Hollywood isn’t here in 

This Matrix just to entrain you, but to drain you and chain you in the 

prison of the flesh. 

The Matrix is designed to eliminate any indigo that pops up from it, 

and not willing to cooperate with the devil work.  

They have designed this world “The Matrix”, to make it like 

impossible for those same people, to have a land where they can be 

what they are supposed to be, using their full abilities and potential. 

Moreover, anyone who wants to stand out will be cursed by the 

system, or if he rises a bit more, he will be chased by the strongest 

demons ever, till he shut up or go crazy. 

The battle is now public, at those end times that we are living at this 

very moment.  

I am not trying to convince you that we are at the tip of a very great 

tribulation, on those Covid Times, but a lot of people are still zombies 

in this unclean world, and still think that The Matrix is a safe place. 



D-3 the Living Dragon and Atlantis: 

Now the Mason Lounge will be very very very upset!! 

So let’s show what we are supposed to show to the wh

ole living world. 

 

 I am not going to go deep into explain this. There a good friend of 

mine who did some very deep research on the subject named Roger 

Spurr, I invite you to check out his work at Mudfossil University on 

YouTube, and he will blow your mind. 

But Dashit will explode your mind even more, by taking the work of 

Roger Spurr to the next level. So grab your seat, and enjoy the 

journey inside the very deep hidden secrets ever shown in all “His-

Story”. 



Can you believe that this Dragon Shape like, has also a “HEART” that 

can be identified clearly on Google Maps? Can you f****g believe 

that?  



 

 

I give all the credit to Roger Sperr, discovering those matters too 

many years ago, but I did add to my beloved friend and teacher one 

of the big master pieces in the puzzle, which is dealing with the heart 

of this “Dragon”, that I have discovered recently, thanks to some of 

my follower in my Youtube Channel, who asked me to look for this 

“satanic pentagram” in the heart of Sahara, which is well known as 



one the biggest Satanic temples on the planet, that have a Star of 

David shape, just by accident!? 

There is a big conflict at this same exact point between Algeria and 

Morocco at the Place Named Tindouf for more than 50 years. 

Donald J trump, just few days before he left office, did his last move, 

by recognizing Sahara at the exact time of recognizing Israel and at 

the exact timing Of Pluto Return. Morocco (The Dragon Host) was the 

first country to recognize the US. Israel is still struggling through the 

4th election in a row, a first in the history of this country that doesn’t 

exist at the first place, because it is the biggest scam in all the His-

story. 

Moors, Moorish have the same Moroccan flag, those same 

indigenous people that went and are still living in the land of the New 

World. 

Do you think it is a conspiracy theory I am sharing here? . 

If you still think it is. I honestly think that You don’t exist at all. 

“I think, so I am” Formula, won’t be applied any more, why? 

Yes you are, but you don’t exist at all at the “anti-matter level”, 

where people can live there and be there and be fully aware. 

The indigos are alive, because they see, they know and they exist. 

Most of them with more than one body, some with 3, 4 or even 6 

bodies. 

They control earthquakes, economy, corona, and the plagues that are 

coming very soon. But for people who just have the Matrix (material) 



body. they will be left behind with their one material body to be 

prisoners and a slaves to the beast system. 

I am going to take a nap, may be things will snap and more people 

can say f*** to whatsupp!! 

D-4 Anti-matter that matters: 

What if, the small AliBaba has the same “anti-matter” or more than 

the Dragon shaped in the whole North African ridge? 

You need another cup of coffee, another little nap?  

Not for now my beloved readers. 

Yes!! Indigos/ a holy place/ holy stone, they matter a lot!! What if the 

Holy Spirit himself is on earth right now? 

Do you think, from what we’ve learned so far, so you think he/she/it  

can make a comet dive into earth, due to its massive ( very massive ( 

hidden (anti-matter) weight? 

Check this out. The Scientist are still looking for the “missing mass” 

(dark/anti…whatever matter) that still hold our the gravitational 

dynamics of our solar system within this galaxy. Are they looking for 

the Dragon ”Godzilla” just below their feet, or for Alibaba and the 

Magic lamp. 

Those Crazy Mason, want us to dig where we should not. 

CERN (the biggest human made technology till this day), where all the 

Gold of the world is used within it circuit, to make very small particles 

of matter collide with each other at a very high (approaching the 



speed of light) creating a very tiny black holes (they say they are 

looking of the XYZ Boson). 

 

In reality, they are just trying to have information teleported from 

the higher realms, trough those same very tiny “black holes”. 



 The Indigos are able to connect to those same realms, without any 

CERN technology, because Indigos  are by essence a multi-

dimensional beings, living on different realms at the same time. 

Indigos are the worst enemy for the Masonic lounge, they are the 

highest technology themselves, and represent one of the biggest 

threat  to the stability of the Matrix. They can make rain fall, they can 

make earthquakes, and they can alternate space and time, just by 

their very massive aura (which hold a big amount of invisible 

matters). 

What if Einstein Equation was true to a certain point, but what if?  

Instead of E=m*C2 (M which represent the mass and C the speed of 

light). 

Is 

E=m1*C2+m2*C4+m3*C6+m4*C8+m5*C10+m6*C12+m7*C14 

m1    Physical Mass                        First Body 

m2    Intellectual Mass                  Second Body 

m3    Emotional Mass                    Third Body 

m4    Mental Mass                          Fourth Body 

m5    Spiritual Mass                         Fifth Body 

m6    cosmic Mass                           Sixth Body 

m7    Nirvana Mass                         Seventh Body 

This will explain everything I guess.  



Yes, I was very cocky for stating something like that. But when I’ve 

saw the dragon, I just said f…k it. 

So are you still with me now!? 

Those 7 heavens, are not parallel universes as theory and science my 

claim, they are just here right now, with us, sharing the same space, 

but not the same space-time. 

The kingdom of god is within us. And the more you are aware and 

awakened, the more you will see magic happening around you all the 

time. 

Coincidences, law of attraction, connection to politics, to the sun, the 

moon, to the cat down the road and even to the sound of a Bird, a 

trumpet or to Trump himself. 

I think that I did get in touch with dashit that reside within me, 

thanks to Allah guidance and love, and I want you to get in touch with 

your deepest self, as soon as possible, so you can know your real 

value, your real you, aka “Dashit” that reside deep down inside your 

being, so that we can fly high together, to the land of Alibaba the 

dragon and the Magic lamp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


